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TorchLight Partners with Cisco for Turnkey Cybersecurity 
Services 
 
TorchLight is a new Cisco Select Provider and MSSP Partner, entitling the 
company to sell the entire Cisco line of products. 
 
SPOKANE, Washington— Nov. 03, 2021 –TorchLight, a cybersecurity provider, 
announced today it has partnered with Cisco, becoming a Cisco Select 
Partner to deliver turnkey cybersecurity solutions using Cisco Umbrella and 
other security products.   
 
TorchLight announced it is launching a new Cisco-based Ransomware 
Defense Architecture (RDA) and Managed, Detection & Response (MDR) 
services at the Channel Partner Conference and Expo in Las Vegas, NV. Cisco 
will be represented in the TorchLight booth (#1270) at the conference.  
 
TorchLight is the industry’s first complete security solution provider (CSSP) 
designing, building and managing cybersecurity solutions through its 
consulting, security system resale and the managed security services 
provider (MSSP) capabilities. As a Cisco Select and MSSP Partner, TorchLight 
will utilize a suite of MDR, RDA, and other cloud-based security services that 
provides secure access to the internet and includes secure web gateway, 
firewall, and cloud access security broker (CASB) functionality.  
 
“Our uniquely differentiated CSSP business model emphasizes a focus on 
understanding a company’s business and information needs relative to risk. 
This starts us down the right path toward providing a customized protection 
solution that we can then build and manage with them,” said Bo Wheeler, 
Chief Revenue Officer at TorchLight. “Partnering with Cisco enables TorchLight 
to leverage their threat intelligence tool (Talos) and security software suites to 
deliver customized managed solutions for our clients.” 
 

https://torchlight.io/blog/cisco-partnership/
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“TorchLight’s CSSP model is unique and sells security solutions bundled to 
solve specific challenges like ransomware. Cisco has pioneered this solution-
based approach and looks forward to working with a like-minded partner,” 
said Ryan Bondi-Lynch at Cisco. “We welcome TorchLight to the Cisco solution 
provider family.” 
 
TorchLight’s internal Cisco technical resources are extensive, including 12 
different staff certifications. Some of these include Cisco certified Security 
Solution Architects and System Field Engineers with CCNA, Cisco Fire Jumper 
Stage 1, Cisco SNAP and more. 
 
About TorchLight 
TorchLight is a new nationwide complete security solutions provider (CSSP) 
spun out of the security operations of Intrinium, an IT services provider 
founded in 2007. The company designs and manages cybersecurity solution 
to assist organizations in defending against business risks. As a CSSP, 
TorchLight designs, builds, and manages cybersecurity systems through a full 
range of consulting, reselling, and managed security service provider (MSSP) 
services. From its security operations center (SOC), the company offers 24/7 
cyber risk monitoring and management.  
 
For more information, visit https://torchlight.io/ 
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